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Date of 1st Appointment at Brigham Young University: 



CHECKLIST OF MATERIALS TO INCLUDE IN FILE 
FOR PROFESSORIAL FACULTY 

Please include the following material in the file in the order below. See section 7.2 (in 
the Rank & Status Policy document) regarding materials to include in the file.  See 
section 7.4 regarding the size of the file.  

1. Nomination Form

2. Curriculum Vitae

3. Reports from Review Committees, Department Chair, and Dean

3A. Dean's report. (7.10.3) 

3B. College review committee's report. (7.10.2) 

3C. Department chair's report. (7.9.11) 

3D. Report of department vote. (7.9.10) 

3E. Department review committee's report. (7.9.8) 

4. Personal Statement

4A. Self-assessment of citizenship, teaching, and scholarship (also address any 
areas of concern raised in the last review) (3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 4.3) 

4B. In the final continuing faculty status review, also include the letter from the 
initial continuing faculty status review.  

5. Citizenship (3.2)

5A. A description of committee assignments and other citizenship activities inside 
the university. 

5B. A description of citizenship activities in the profession. (3.2.2.H) 

5C. A description of other citizenship activities. (3.2.2) 

5D. Review letters of citizenship activities. (3.2.3, 7.9.3) 



6. Teaching (3.3)

6A. A list of courses taught by semester, with enrollment numbers (identify new 
courses developed). (3.3.2.A.1, 3.3.2.A.2) 

6B. A list of graduate students supervised (indicate whether you were the 
committee chair or a committee member). (3.3.2.A.5) 

6C. A description of other teaching activities. (3.3.2.A) 

6D. A few illustrative copies of syllabi, handouts, assignments, examinations, etc. 
(3.3.2.G.1) 

6E. A description of steps taken to evaluate and improve teaching. (3.3.2.D)  

6F. A description of products of high quality teaching and mentoring. (3.3.2.F) 

6G. Student evaluations and a typescript of student comments. (3.3.2.B, 7.9.4) 

6H. At least two peer evaluations of teaching. (3.3.2.C, 7.9.5) 

6I. A list of teaching awards. (3.3.2.E.1) 

7. Scholarship (3.4)

7A. A list of all scholarly and creative works (indicate whether each work is peer-
reviewed, and describe your contribution to jointly authored works). (3.4.4.1, 
3.4.4.2) 

7B. The three best examples of scholarship and a brief explanation why they 
were selected (all other scholarship will be available for review in the department 
office). (7.3)  

7C. Grants for research or creative works. (3.4.4.2.F) 

7D. A list of awards or recognition for scholarship. (3.4.4.2.I) 
7E. A copy of the waiver letter. (7.9.2, 7.9.6) 



Notes on Preparing Your Initial Review File 

1. You are ultimately responsible for your sections of the file. Although the Department
Rank and Status Committee, your mentor, the chair, and others may make
suggestions about inclusions or changes, the decision as to what goes in your file
and how it is arranged is finally yours. The dossier itself—its content and
organization—often is viewed as a reflection of the faculty member’s professional
maturity.

2. The university and college, and in some cases, departments, have rank and status
documents. All agree; however, as you might expect, the college and department
documents are more specific to humanities and to the department discipline, and
you need to read them carefully as part of preparing your file. If there are questions
about policy, you should refer first to the department and then the college
documents for answers, and then use the university document for any additional
information you may need. Unless otherwise noted, all references in the guidelines
in this binder refer to the college document. As you will note, the college document
is cross referenced with the university document.

3. A candidate for candidacy to continuing status and promotion typically will have
published or had accepted for publication an average of at least one peer-reviewed
article per year, or some other equivalently substantive work in other genres or
media. Work submitted but not yet accepted generally is not evaluated as part of the
review, but if you have, for instance, only two pieces published or accepted for
publication to place in the file, a submitted piece may be appropriate to include.
Committees will look to see whether or not your body of work (in terms of both
quantity and quality) gives them reason to have confidence that you can be
successful at the final review during your seventh year.

4. The first step in your review is to review with your chair the “Chair’s Checklist”.
This will clarify for you the process and deadlines you will be expected to meet.  The
chair must submit the completed checklist with your dossier when s/he forwards it
to the college on February 20th.

5. Think of your file as a personal narrative rather than a “scrapbook.” It should tell a
coherent, clear, and unified story for your readers—department, college, and
university committees on rank and status, department colleagues, and chair and
dean. Don’t assume these readers will be able to automatically interpret all of your
documents; help them where necessary with explanations.  A good strategy to
employ is to use the Self-Assessment as the place to introduce the general themes of
your work in citizenship, teaching, and scholarship.  The introductions and
commentary you will write for each of the three sections in the file and the material
itself should give specific evidence for those themes.

6. You are responsible for the following sections of your file: CV, Self-Assessment,
Citizenship, Teaching, and Scholarship/Creative Work.



7. In an effort to standardize final files and help you in preparing your file, the college
provides you with a digital template with section bookmarks and a copy of the
Appendix A: Checklist for Submission of Review Files. Although you decide what
goes in your file, you should not change any of the bookmarks or the sequence in
which they come. Your faculty mentor or some other colleague knowledgeable
about files should be assigned to help you prepare your file.

8. We recommend that you sign the waiver of your right to review traditionally closed
sections of your file (included in template). You should sign this form and give it to
your chair or associate chair.  No outside reviewers are used for this initial review;
however, colleagues on campus may be asked to compose confidential letters
regarding your record and performance.

9. Following Emerson, let everything in your file “be its own apology.”  Say what is
necessary, but remember that verbosity or padding may hide (or appear as a
strategy to hide) the most important details of your record.  The best file is concise
and focused.

Spring before review Orientation with dean to discuss review process 
Beginning of fall semester before review Teaching portfolio due 
Fall before review Peer review of teaching 
February 1st Complete file due to department 
February 20th   Department recommends to the college 
March 20th College recommends to the university 
May/June University notifies candidate 



1. Nomination Form



NOMINATION FOR CONTINUING FACULTY STATUS AND ADVANCEMENT IN RANK 

Name:   
BYU ID:   

Year Appointed:   

Current Rank:   Year Received:     
Department:  College: 

Highest Degree:       Year:   Institution:     
___  For advancement to the rank of :    
___  Initial Review for Candidacy for Continuing Faculty Status 
___  Final Review for Continuing Faculty Status 

PLEASE REFER TO THE UNIVERSITY RANK AND STATUS POLICY (14 January 
2008) FOR A LIST OF ITEMS TO BE INCLUDED IN THIS FILE:   
Professorial Faculty -See APPENDIX A      Professional Faculty - See APPENDIX B  

RECOMMENDATION OF UNIVERSITY COUNCIL ON RANK AND STATUS: 

  Advancement in rank   Deny advancement in rank 

  Grant Continuing Faculty Status   Deny Continuing Faculty Status 

  Grant Candidacy for CFS    Deny Candidacy for CFS 

  Other:  

Signature:  ___________________________________   Date:  __________________ 

ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION:   

  Advancement in rank   Deny advancement in rank 

  Grant Continuing Faculty Status   Deny Continuing Faculty Status 

  Grant Candidacy for CFS    Deny Candidacy for CFS 

  Other:  

Signature:  ___________________________________   Date:  ________________ 

[Note: Upon completion of the review process, the Office of the Associate Academic VP-Faculty will make copies and return them to the 
colleges for distribution as follows: Dean’s Office-blue; Department Chair-green; Faculty Member-canary.]   

[Rev. July 2008] 
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2. Curriculum Vitae



Preparing Your CV 

CV Outline: This is not a template. It is a sample of headings your CV might include. 

Name, Campus Address, and Phone number 

I. Education 

List degrees in reverse chronological order, university granting degree, date 

received; include the title of your dissertation and, if applicable, your MA thesis. 

II. Academic Employment History

List role or title, place, dates of employment, again in reverse chronological order. 

III. Awards and Honors

IV. Citizenship

 Consider using as sub-categories: University, College, Department, Professional; always

state your role: chair, member, etc.)

 If applicable, include activities related to public humanities or public outreach such as

presentations to civic groups, media appearances, or other public initiatives that extend

from your work as a BYU professor.

V. Scholarly/Creative Work Published 

• Use accurate, helpful categories that show that you are being up front about what you have

done. We give a lengthy list here, but don’t list any of these categories if you haven’t done

anything in them. No need for empty categories.

• List all publications and professional papers and presentations in reverse chronological order;

that is, your most recent publication or presentation should come first, and so on.

• If work is co-authored, describe your contribution (a percentage is helpful). A letter or note from

your collaborator describing your contribution would be helpful. (This goes in the

Scholarly/Creative Work section)

• Be sure to follow established bibliographic style for your discipline, give full bibliographic

information, including page numbers or the number of manuscript pages if the work has

not yet appeared.

A. Books 

B. Edited Books 

C. Proceedings (Explain the selection and review process conference papers went through 

before being included, and describe how much revising authors were required to do. 

If the conference itself was very selective, explain that, as well.) 

D. Textbooks 



E. Chapters in Books 

 
F. Articles 

 
G. Encyclopedia Entries/Articles 

 
H. Book Reviews 

 
VI. Scholarly/Creative Work Accepted for Publication (do not use “forthcoming”–too 

ambiguous. Use same subcategories as above.  If a work has been accepted but has not yet 

been published, list as accepted with estimated date of publication, and include copy of letter 

of acceptance or contract. (The letter or note goes in the Scholarly/Creative Work Section.) 

 
VII. Scholarly/Creative Work Submitted for Publication (Use subcategories as above.  List the 

venue to which you have submitted the work and how many manuscript pages it is.  Indicate 

if the work was invited) 

 
VIII. Other Publications (Put non-academic writing or self-published and/or non-peer reviewed 

academic work here.  Again, this is a category where you show if you have the good 

judgment to be able to differentiate between scholarly work that is published after being 

vetted through standard scholarly procedures, and that which is not.) 

 
IX. Professional Papers and Presentations 

 
• Give the name, dates, and location of the conference. 

• Indicate if the paper was invited 

• Indicate who sponsored the conference if that isn’t obvious from the name 

• It may be appropriate to use as subcategories: International, National, Regional, Local 

(n.b., international conferences are not necessarily held in other countries. 

• Do not include presentations to book clubs, firesides, Enrichment meetings, etc. 

 
IX. Work in Progress (optional).  If you choose to do this category, do not pile up possible 

projects. To do so suggests a lack of focus, and possibly inexperience or poor judgment. 

 
X. Citations (give full and proper bibliographic information) 

XI Teaching 

Courses Taught (list courses by catalog number and title, and indicate how many times 

you have taught the course) 

 
MA Theses (list student name, thesis title, and date completed) 



Chair 

 
Reader (add here who was the chair) 

Honors Theses (same as for MA theses) 

Chair 

Reader 



 

 

 
3. Reports from 

Review 
Committees, 

Department Chair, 
and Dean 

 



 

 

 
3A. Dean's report 



3B. College review 
committee's report 



 

 

 
3C. Department chair's 

report 



 

 

 
3D. Report of department 

vote 



 

 

 
3E. Department review 

committee's report 



 

 

 
4. Personal 
Statement 



4A. Self-assessment of 
citizenship, teaching, and 

scholarship 



Self-Assessment 

 

Your self-assessment should be written under three headings—citizenship, teaching, and 

scholarship. In this document you are NOT trying to argue why (or why not) you should pass 

your Third-Year Review.  Let your readers make their own judgments.  You outline the general 

themes of the file that will then be developed with documentation in subsequent sections.  What 

you do here is for each section of the document (these are not intended to be subheadings): 

 Identify what it is you do.  Give an overview of what you’re being asked to do, teach, 

research in light of what you were hired to do. 

 Explain why you do it the way you do it—the logic of your work.  How do you 

approach each area of university work?  What are the most significant objectives you’ve 

set for yourself in each area?  What are your greatest challenges/weaknesses and how 

have you addressed them?  Where have you seen the greatest improvement?  How is 

your understanding of each area evolving in your career? 

 Introduce the evidence of success emerging in your work.  You’ll have the chance to 

get more specific later on in the file, but prep your readers for that by introducing it to 

them now. 

 Where from here?  What are you trying to improve or even just figure out right now?  

What’s the plan from now until the next review—what’s in your personal development 

plan that you made in your first year and review with the chair every year?  What’s the 

larger vision you have right now of your future professional career at BYU?  

 

In all of this avoid defensiveness and self-congratulation.  Try to make your statement a 

confident one, not because you’ve done everything right, but because you know (or are 

learning about) your strengths and weaknesses, and you are optimistic about your ability to 

grow and improve in your career at BYU. Try to keep the assessment to approx. 3 pages; 

remember that there’s room later for relevant detail. 
 



4B. Expectations of the 
Chair 



Expectations of the Chair 

If you don’t have a copy of this written, signed statement describing what was expected of you 

when you were hired in the department, you need to ask the chair to provide it. This statement 

should have been written shortly after you were hired, and updated as necessary after each 

annual stewardship review. 



5. Citizenship



Citizenship 

Your citizenship section should include the following material in the order listed. 

Introduction 

Use this to direct the reader to the most important details of the documentation that follows.  In 

fact, it’s perfectly appropriate to give a fairly brief opening statement and then give a numbered 

or bulleted list of things you want your readers in particular to notice.  In the opening statement, 

it’s fine to mention again how important university citizenship is to you, and to declare your 

loyalty to the mission of the university and your department.  But DO NOT REPEAT 

LANGUAGE FROM THE SELF-ASSESSMENT. The idea here is to talk about the loftier 

issues you brought up before through concrete practices and achievements that you now examine 

here.  If you didn’t already do this in the Self-Assessment, you might indicate your church 

service and dedication to the Church. However, avoid any suggestion that service in a particular 

church calling qualifies you for candidacy or excuses any lapse in performance.  You can also 

mention any other off-campus citizenship activities.  But with both church and off-campus 

service, try to find a way of pointing out its relevance or complementarity (briefly) to the work 

you do at the university. 

University Service 

List membership in all university, college, and department committees on which you serve and 

describe briefly your work with each. Note if you were the chair or a member of the committee.  

If there’s any other position or special task that’s been given to you, list those, as well.  Your 

department chair should request letters from the chairs of all committees you have served on 

detailing your contribution. 

Professional Service 

List all membership in conference and professional organization committees where you serve 

and any offices you hold or activities you may be involved in, e.g., editing, reviewing 

manuscripts, and developing conference agendas.  

Awards and Commendations 

List all awards and commendations relating to citizenship. This should include letters from 

committee chairs or others thanking you for your work.  

Other Citizenship Activities 

Describe here on- and off-campus citizenship activities not listed under other sub-headings. 

Note:  It is assumed that your service assignments will be light during your first years to allow 

you to become settled as a teacher and scholar.  However, it is important that you pay attention to 

the collegiality dimensions of citizenship:  positive contributions to the department environment, 

support for the university and its “Aims,” etc. 



Introduction 



5A. A description of 
committee assignments 

and other citizenship 
activities inside the 

university 



5B. A description of 
citizenship activities in the 

profession 



5C. A description of other 
citizenship activities 



5D. Review letters of 
citizenship activities. 



6. Teaching



Teaching 

Your teaching section consists of a selection of items from the teaching portfolio you have been 

compiling since your first semester at BYU.  At least two of your colleagues (presumably master 

teachers) should be asked by your department chair to review your syllabi, texts, and other 

materials thoroughly.  If they visit your class to see you in action, they should do it several times. 

The teaching section should include the following material in the order listed: 

Introduction 

Once again, do not cut and paste from the “Teaching” section of the “Self-Assessment.”  As 

described above, you can give an opening statement about your approach to and method of 

teaching and how it is related to your scholarship and university service, but you actually do that 

more effectively as you get into your specific practices and strategies.  So, follow the statement 

with a relatively brief, itemized list of the things you’d like your readers to notice—e.g., 

successes, improvements, challenges with particular courses.  Use this list to point them to the 

evidence that you provide in the pages that follow.  If there are patterns of low evaluations across 

courses, address this directly.  Also, a note about how you use your scholarship in your teaching 

would be good. 

Peer-Review Letters 

These letters will be requested by the chair and placed in the confidential or “closed” file. 

List of Courses Taught 

Give the number and name of the course and the year and semester/term taught and enrollments.  

Also, list the overall course and instructor rating and the class GPA for each course. 

Course Materials 

Here you present the documentation for two of the courses you teach.  For each course, include:   

1. A brief explanation of why this course was selected as a representative sample.

2. A complete syllabus for the course that identifies the learning outcomes of the

course and shows how they align with the learning outcomes of the program the

course supports.

3. Documentation of representative learning activities that follow from key course

learning outcomes.

4. Documentation of representative assignments, assessments used, and student

work samples to determine the extent to which learning outcomes are achieved by

individual students.

Student Evaluations 

Put ALL student evaluations in a separate section with a cover sheet (i.e. not just the evaluations 

for the sample courses but for every course you have taught at BYU).  Make sure to address 

patterns and concerns from the evaluations in your introduction. 

Do not include in this section notes from students praising your teaching. Do not solicit letters 

from students.  



Teaching Awards and Commendations (if any) 

List date and source. 

 

Student Mentoring (if any) 

Describe any special efforts to mentor students, e.g., ORCA research, Mentoring Environment 

Grants, undergraduate collaboration, or efforts to get student work published or entered into 

competitions.  Note:  There is no expectation that you will have significant service in this area 

during the early stage of your career. 

 

Thesis Committees 

List all M.A. and honors theses committees you have served on or are now serving on. Indicate 

whether you are a chair or a reader.  Feel free to make brief, relevant annotations on these. 

 

Development 

Describe any professional development projects or other activities intended to improve your 

teaching. 
 

 

 



 Introduction  



 

 

 
6A. A list of courses 

taught by semester, with 
enrollment numbers 



 

 

 
6B. A list of graduate 
students supervised 



 

 

 
6C. A description of other 

teaching activities 



6D. A few illustrative 
copies of syllabi, 

handouts, assignments, 
examinations, etc. 



 

 

 
6E. A description of steps 

taken to evaluate and 
improve teaching 



 

 

 
6F. A description of 

products of high quality 
teaching and mentoring 



 

 

 
6G. Student evaluations 

and a typescript of 
student comments 



 

 

 
6H. At least two peer 

evaluations of teaching 



 

 

 
6I. A list of teaching 

awards 



7. Scholarship



Scholarship and Creative Work 

 

Your Scholarship and Creative Work section should include the following material in this order.  

 

Introduction 

Again, an introductory statement is in order concerning your scholarly focus and objectives, and 

then a brief, itemized list of the matters you want to emphasize.  The idea in this whole section is 

to present and explain the logic of your scholarship through the work you’ve actually done—

what you work on, the strategies you follow to turn conference papers into publications, why you 

selected the publication venues you did, etc.  So, use the list to prepare the readers for what 

follows. Where relevant, remind your readers about what you told them in the previous section 

about how you relate your scholarship to your teaching.  

 

Development Projects 

Describe any projects meant to improve your ability as a scholar, e.g., improving computer 

skills, attending seminars on scholarship and publishing, special research projects at other 

libraries, and/or building a network of connections with other scholars in your field.  

 

Article Summary Table 

Recast your CV publications, papers, and presentations according to the format of the Article 

Summary Table (Example attached. The table is at humanities.byu.edu, Faculty Commons, under 

Guidelines/Policies). Annotate each publication with information about the venue—how that 

venue’s selection process works (blind, double blind, invited, etc.), its selection rate, reputation 

in field, and target audience (international, national, regional, local). For example, if something 

appeared in a “Proceedings” book or journal, honestly represent what that means (Was the 

conference in which it was first presented a highly competitive, selective one? How many of the 

papers presented show up in the volume?  How much revision did you and others do before it 

appeared in print?) 

 

Publications 

Include at least three pieces of scholarship or creative works that have been published or 

accepted for publication. Write a brief overview for all three publications following up on the 

things you said in the introduction to this section.  Help them read your work by telling them 

what you were trying to do, what it took to do it, what the contexts are in the scholarly world 

concerning your argument, the work, etc.  Feel free to draw their attention to moments in the 

publications that you like, that you consider to be significant.  If relevant, situate it in relation to 

some of the other work you’re doing that doesn’t make it into the file, and deposit copies of other 

publications in the department office so people can look at them, if they choose.    
 



Introduction 



7A. Article Summary 
        Table 



Article Summary Table 

 
Article title, bibliographic information Peer 

reviewed 
Acceptance 
rate 

Host Institution 
of journal 

Circulation Indexes journal 
is listed with 

Editors and institutions 
they represent 

1.       

In the space to the right, please 

describe the quality and reputation of 

the venue, its relation to your field, 
any other  factors to help reviewers 

assess your work.  

 

 

 

 

2.       

   

 

 

 

3.       

  

 

 

 

4.       

  

 

 

 

5.       

  

 

 

 

6.       

  

 

 

 

7.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7B. A list of all scholarly 
and creative works  



 

 

 
7C. The three best 

examples of scholarship 
and a brief explanation 
why they were selected  



 

 

 
7D. Grants for research or 

creative works 



7E. A list of awards or 
recognition for 

scholarship 



7F. The waiver letter 



Date 

To Prospective Reviewers: 

As part of the review process for continuing faculty status or rank advancement, I recognize that 

letters of evaluation will be requested from supervisors, peers (both inside and outside the 

university), or students. For your information, the following represents my choice regarding the 

waiver of my rights to see those letters. 

I waive the right to see the letters of evaluation requested in the review process. 

Signed by Faculty Member 

I do not waive the right to see the letters of evaluation requested in the review process. 

Signed by Faculty Member 
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